
Second Option  – A Wall That Does Not Require Cutting the Three Lime Trees 
 
 
Background: 
 
The Second Option allows for the three Lime trees which are in the closest proximity to the wall (see markings on 
Diagram 1) to be preserved and not removed.  
The wall is essentially the same as that in the First Option ( the one involving the removal of trees) only differing in 
that its thickness is narrowed to about half for a short length around the three tree trunks for the creation of 
expansion gaps. ( See Diagram 2 below). 
 
Benefits of the Second Option: 
A. The wall can be built with a minor change in design from the First Option ( namely narrowing in three places 
around the limes),  thereby allowing residents of this conservation area to continue to enjoy the environmental and 
aesthetic benefits of the 3  established lime trees. The very old, tall and elegant lime trees are an integral part of the 
character of our conservation area. The Council’s informal view is whitebeams have a globular appearance which is 
out of context with tall elegant buildings and grand, wide carriageways. 
The construction pricing is also similar to the First Option but also saves on the cost of removing and replanting three 
large trees. 
B.  The implementation of this design will be relatively faster than the First Option which will involve possibly lengthy 
discussions with the council (and the local community) in order to convince them of the rationale for removing the 3 
established healthy trees and then this would need to be part of an overall tree replacement programme which 
could take many years to implement. 
C. The council is unlikely to agree to the removal of the Lime Trees for purposes of erecting the wall based on 
informal written guidance previously received from the tree planning department when enquiries were made for the 
removal and replacement of the remaining 6 Lime trees.  
The planning department indicated that : 

- The removal of the Limes is not necessary for modifications to the wall to take place.  
- The argument of nuisance from honeydew drops falling from the Limes is not likely to be afforded great 

weight as that would set an unfortunate precedent which may cause the loss of a large number of trees 
throughout London.  

- Apart from the above any tree replacement programme would need to take into account their concerns that 
the replacement Whitebeams are the wrong species of trees for this location as their canopies are too low 
and the wrong shape, also the council will require a phased removal programme of only one Lime tree every 
2-3 years, and the White beams may need to be replaced as well as part of the programme, possibly before 
the Limes.  

 
Details of this plan are shown below.   
Diagram 1 

 
 
 



 
 
Diagram 2 – Wall Thickness Narrowed around the Trees 

  
 
 
Apart from this aspect the wall visually looks the same and it’s construction involves the same level of bridging over 
all the tree roots. This bridging involves adding standard concrete lintels over the roots to support the wall whist 
allowing roots to freely grow underneath and is necessary to  minimise the possibility of future cracking given that 
the wall is close to all of the trees.  (See Appendix B for a Diagram on bridging of the roots. ).  
 
Details of bridging of Roots and Narrowing of wall Around 3 Lime Trees  
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PAVEMENT  / ROADSIDE

Pre-cast concrete capping  

sized tosuit

Render painted finish over brickwork

masonry 215mm wide (English bond

TBC)andreinstatedas existing

Pavement slabs over  

compacted sand /gravel mix  

base  to be  rebuilt asexisting

PAVEMENT  / ROADSIDE

Precast lintels with min. 1000mm  length 

and min. 100mm bearing each  side to be 
placed at level to suit a min.  50mm  

clearance  to existing treeroots.

Precast lintel with min. 1000mm length

andmin.100mmbearingeachside to be
placed at level to suit a min. 50mm

clearance toexistingtreeroots.

Pavement slabs over  

compacted sand /gravel mix  

base  to be  rebuilt asexisting

Joint between wall and tree to be filled  with 

compressible board filler and a 10mm  thick 

facade compatible sealant at the top  of 

exposed face to be painted to match  finished 

colour of capping stone.

15

Pre-cast concrete capping  

sized tosuit

100

Brickwork masonry

min 100mm  wide (1 leaf)

with min. 50mm compressible  

material at the back

Brickwork masonry

min 100mm  wide (1 leaf)

with min. 50mm compressible  

material at the back, to extend  
min. 50mm each side of tree  to 

allow further natural growth

Min.  

50mm

Min.  

50mm

Concrete	Lintel	over	Tree	Roots	Allows	them	to	grow
below	it	reducing	future	damage	on	wall

Cross	Section	- Narrower	Wall	Around	the	Trees


